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A FLIGHT EVALUATION OF THE LONGITUDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS ASSOCIATED
WITH THE PITCH-UP OF A SWEPT-WING AIRPLANE IN MANEUVERING FLIGHT

AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS ‘

By SmH B. ANDEBsON and RICHAED S. BRAY

SUMMARY

Flight measurements of the longitudinal stability and control
charactm”stics were made on a swept-wing jet aircra$ to deter-
mine the origin of th-spitch-up encountered in maneuvering
flight at transonic speeds. For this puxpose mewvements were
made of elerator angle, tail angle of attack, and wing-fme@e
pitching moments (obtaindfiom measurements of the bahwing
tail load8).

The results showed that the pitch-up encountered in a wind-up
turn at constant Mach number was cawed pritipally by an
unstable break in the wing pitching moment with increasi~ lift.
This unstable break in @thing moment wua not present beyond
approximately 0.99 Mach number over the lij%range covered in
the tests. The pitch+p encouderd “ai about 0.96 Mach
number in a dice-recovery maneuver was due chiejly to a Tedu.c-
tion in the wing-fwelage stabiltiy with decreming Mach number.
The secerity of the pitch-up was inereawd by the reduc$ion in
elemtor qfext ireness present at tb higher Mach numbem.

INTRODUCTION

The use of swept-wing aircraft has introduced a number of
stability and control problems. One problem termed a
“pitch-up” has manifwted itself essentially in rLreversal of
the variation of elevator control position and force with
normal acceleration. This pitch-up behavior, as far as the
pilot is concerned, limits the useful maneuvering range since
accelerated flight near tho pitch-up region may inadvertently
lead to excessive airframe loads or quite rapidly slow the
airplane down to the stall.

Previous studies (e. g., ref. 1) have pointed out that the
marked increase in nose-up pitching moment of swept wings
with increasing lift at the higher lift values and at high sub-
sonic lMnch numbers is due to flow separation phenomena
near the wing tips. bother factor deemed to be responsible
for pitch-up encountered during flight tests on a swept-wing
nircraft is an increase in the rate of change of eifective down-
waah cd the tail with increase in angle of attaok. Mth
regard to the effeots of dowmvash, the results of low-speed
teats reported in reference 2 demonstrated that the vertical
location of the horizontal tail in the dowmvash field of a
swept wing was the principal factor determuun. . g the stability
contribution of the horizontal tail; locations above the wing-
chord plane extended tended to be destabilizing.
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Results of a preliminary flight investigation on the subject
airplane (ref. 3) have pointed out the presence of a marked
pitch-up in the Mach number range from 0.75 to 0.93. It
was mentioned that the following three factom emdd con-
tribute to the severity of the pitch-up: stick-fixed longi-
tudinal instabili~ at high lift coefhcients, an increaze in
elevator electiveness with decreasing lMach number, and a
reduction in longitudinal stability with decreasing Mach
number.

Flight-test results presented herein serve to extend the
scope of the results of reference 3 and point out the causes
of the pitch-up and the degree to which the various factors
involved qcmtribute to the overall behavior of the airplane.
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INTRODUCI’ION

ratio of net aerodynamic force along airplane z axis
to the weight of the airplane, positive when
directed upward (&of 1=1 g)

wing span, ft
wing chord (parallel to plane of symmetry), ft
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mean aerodynamic ohord, OaP 7ft
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pitching-moment coefficient of airplane about 0.25
MAC.

pitching-moment coefficient of wing about 0.25
MAC.

pitching-moment coefficient of wing-fustilage com
bination about 0.25 MAC.

rate of change of airplane pitching-moment
cwfllcied with angle of attack, per deg

rate of change of airplane pitching-momont
coefficient with normal-force coefficient

elevator effectiveness parameter, per deg

rate of change of pitohing-moment coefiieient due
to the horizontal..tail-with normal-force coef-
ficient

.+
stabilizer ~ectivenes.s parameter, per deg “
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WA.airplane normal-force coefficient, —
@

wing-section normal-force coeilicient
rate of change of airplane normal-force coefficient

with elevator deflection, per deg

lift-curve-slope parameter

elevator control force, lb
stabilizer setting (positive, leading edge up), deg
horizontal-tail load (positive upwards), lb
free-stream Mach number
free-stream dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft
ratio of dynamic pressure at horizontal tail to free-

stream dynamic pre9sure
Reynolds number based on wing M.A.C.
wing area, sq ft
airplane weight, lb
spanwise distance from plane of symmetry, ft
airplane rmgleof attack, deg
tail angle of attack, deg
dowmvash angle, deg

dovmwash parameter

elevator angle (with respect to stabilizer), deg
aileron angle, deg

relative elevator-stabilizer cffecti-reness
smlsclums

inboard
outboard

AIRPLANE DESCRIPTION

The test airplane was a jet-powered ilghter type having
sweptback wing and tail surfaces. A photograph of the
airplane is presented in figure 1 and a two-view drawing of
the airplane is given in figure 2. A description of the geo-
metric details of the airplane is given & table I. It should
be noted that the test airplane was not equipped with an
elevator bungee or bob weight.

1 \ ./’ ----- 1

FmuRE I.—Photograph of the test airplane.

FIGURE2.—Tmo-view drawing of test airplane showing remnroh
airapeedinstallation.

INSTRUMENTATION

Standard NACA instrunmnts and an 18-channel oscillo-
graph were used to record values of airspeed, altitude,
acceleration, elevator control force, and position~ ‘of the
elevator, horizontal stabilizer, rmd ailerons. Tail dynnmic-
pressure measurements were made at 92 percent of the tail
semispan. Horizontal-tail 10MIswere measured by moans
of stiain gages at the three pin-joined fittings where the tail
is joined to the fuselage. Wing pressure-distribution mms-
urements were made on a companion airplnne by menns of
absolute pressure transmitters.

Airplane angle of attack was measured by a vane mountocl
on a boom one tip-ohord length ahead of the wing tip.
Tail angle-of-attack measurements used in the pitch-up
analysiswere obtained by a vane on a boom one and one-hnlf
tip chord lengths ahead of the horizontal-toil tip. An addi-
tional tail angle-of-attack measurement was made by w
fuselage boom in order to obtain tail angle-of-attack values
at two spanwise stations (22- and 92-percent tail somispan).
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TABLE I.—DESCRIPTION OF TEST AIRPLANE

Wing:
Total wing area (including flaps, data, and

49.92 sq ft covered by fuselage)----------- 2S7.90 sq ft
Span-------------------------------------- 37.12 ft
Aqnmt ratio-------------------------------- 4.79
Taper mtio -------------------------------- 0.51
Mean aerodynamicchord (wingstation 98.7in.) - 8.08 ft
Dihedral angle------------------------------ 3.0°
Sweepback of 0.25-chord line----------------- 36°14’
i%veepbaekof leading ed&--------_---------- 37°44’
Aerodynazrdoand geometrio twist------------- 2. o“
Root airfoflseotion (normalto 0.25-chordline)

NACA 0012+4 (moditied)
Tip airfoil section (normal to 0.25-ohord line)

NACA 0011-64 (moditied)
Ailerons

Total are----------------------------- 37. 20sqft
Span---------------------------------- 9.18 ft
Chord (avera~)------------------------ 203 ft

Horizontal tail:
Totnl area (including 1.20sq ft covered by verti-

Wltiu)---------------------------------- 34 99sqft
Span-------------------------------------- 1275 ft
A8peot mtio ------------------------------- 4.65
Ta~rmtio -------------------------------- 0.45
Dihetid angle----------------------------- 10.0°
Root ohord (horizontal-taflstation O)---------- 3.79 ft
Tip ohord (equivalent horizontal-tail station

76.68 in.)-------------------------------- L74ft
Mean aerodyzsamiochord (horizontal-tail sta-

tion33.54 in.)---------------------------- 2.89 ft
SwwepbaokofO.’M+hord line----------------- 34°35’
Airfoil eeotion (parallel to center line)-_ NACA 0010-04
Maximum stabilizer deflection------ +1° up, –10° down
Elevator:

Area (inoludfngtabsand excluding balance
area forward of hinge line)------------ 10.13 sqft

Span, woL---------------------------- 5.77 ft
Chord, inboard (equivalent horixont.al-tail

tiation 6.92 ti.)---------------------- 1.19 ft
Chord, outboard (theomtioalhorizontal-tail

station 76.18 in.)--------------------- 0.57 ft
Muximumelevator deflection--- 35” up, 17.5° down
Boost--------------------------------- hydraulic

Tlmrmgle of attack vtdueswerecorrected for induced flow—
effects at the tip booms. Elevator, horizontal stabilizer,
and aileron position angles were measured inphinesnormal
to thehingelines.

Values of Mach number were obtained using the nose
boom nirspeed system described in reference 4.

TEST PROCEDURE

Tests were conducted over a Mach number range extending
from O.f3to 1.03 tmdthrough analtitude range from 40,000
to 30,000 feet. Below a Mach number of 0.93, data were
obtained instendy 1 gflight andin steady turns at constant
Mach number up to those values of normal-force coefficient
where the pitch-up was encountered. At this point the
controls were held steady, allowing the airplane to pitch up
to the stall or the hit acceleration factor. Data, corrected
for pitching acceleration effects, were used from portiona
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FIGURE3.—Variationof elevator angleand force with normal accelera-
tion for several Maoh nuznbem.

of these records which showed no significant Mach number
variations. Between 0.93 and 0.96 Mach numbar only a
limited C~ range (0.05 to 0.40) was covered, due to 10TV d@-

vator electiveness and the difficulty of maintaining steady
wings-level flight in this region. Above 0.96 Mach number a
larger CMrange was covered by use of the movable stabilizer
as the primary longiturhal control (elevator held fixed).

The tests were conducted with the center of gravity at an
average value of 0.225 M. A. C. and a gross w-eightof 12,750
pounds. Except where otherwise stated, a stabilizer inci-
dence setting of 0.6° was used. The automatic ledng-
edge slatsremainadretracted over the range of testspresented
in this report.
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FZGUZUJ 4.—TizneAistory plot of a pitch-up encounteredin a wind-up
turn.
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Data from tests of a semispan 0.20-scale~moclelof the air-
plane in the Ames 16-foot &oh-speed wind tunnel were used
to compare flight rmd wind-tunnel resuhts~invarious parts
of tlm report.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Previous operation of the test airplane (ref. 3) disclosed
the presence of a pitch-up during maneuvering flight at
constant hfach number in the Mach number range from 0.76
to 0.93. In addition it was noted that a pitch-up would
occi.m in recovering from a high-speed dive when slowing
down through 0.95 Jlach number.

In order to point out more clearly the reasons for the
pitch-up behavior of the test airplane, the discussion and
anolysis of the data have been divided into a part covering
the cam at varying lift and constant Mach number such as
occurs in n wind-up turn, and at varying Mach number and
essentirdly constant lift coefHcient as in a high-speed pull-
out maneuver. In addition, other items not directly con-
nected with the pitch-up analysis, but serving to document
the longitudinal stability and control characteristics of the
airplane, are discussed in Appentix A.

PITCH-UPCHARA~ERIBTI~ ATCONSTANTMACHNUMBER

The pitch-up characteristic of the airplane is illustrated
by the stick-iixed and stick-he longitudinal data in figure
3 and the time-history plot of a wind-up turn in 6gure 4.
The drop-off in elevator control force and deflection at the
higher A, values is shown by the data in iigure 3. The por-
tion of the time-history plot (fig. 4), taken at a Mach number
(0.87), for which the pilot noted the pitch-up to be relatively
abrupt, shows that after approximately 1.5 seconds the nor-
mal acceleration continued to increase despite the fact that
no additional up-elevator deflection or pull force was applied.
It can be noted that during the pitch-up an increasing upload
was measured at the horizontal tail, thereby indicating that
the source of the pitch-up was not at the tail itself. The
time-history results plotted in more complete form against
C~ (fig. 5) show the manner in which the various factom
vary with C~. It can be seen that the elevator angle and
control-force variations were nonlinem beyond Cx= 0.4.

The reason for the pitch-up can be deduced horn an ex-
amination of the action of the factors governing the longi-
tudinal control of the airplane; munely, the pitching moments
due to the wing-fuselage combination and those due to the
horizontal tail. This is demonstrated in figure 6 which
shows the computed increment ins & required to balance the
changes with ONof the wing-fusekqgepitig moment (ob-
tained from the tail-load measurements) and that due to the
change in tail angle of attack. Comparison of these values
with the measured flight values of & shows that a reduction

i The methodfor ukulatfng the ekator angh usedfrrtlgam6& @mmfn APWUdfr B.
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RGunn 5.—Variation of the longitudinal control oharnataristimwitlr
normal-force coefficient; Mach number= 0.87.
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in elevator deflection with increasing lift beyond 0N=().4 is
required to balance the action of the -iving-fu.mlage pitching
momcmt. The horizontal-tail contribution is shown to be
stabilizing over the entire (?Nrange.

The reason for the variation in the wing-fuselage pitching
moment noted previously has been traced t.a the lift charac-
teristics of the wing itself by means of pressure-distribution
measurements. l?igure 7 presents data showing a compari-
son between the wing-fuselage pitching moments derived
from the tail-load measurements and the wing pitching
moments obtained from the wing-panel loadings. These re-
sults indicate that the change in pitching moment at the
higher CJwvalues is accounted for principally by the wing
contribution.

The change in wing pitching moment with increase in G
is the result of a redistribution of lift carried by the wing,
comprised of a spantise and chordtie loading shift. The
relative magnitudes of the chordtie and spanwise load
clmngea are compared in figure 8 in terms of pitching-moment
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l?rGuan 7.—Variation of C. with CM as obtained from tail load
measurementsand wing panel load measurements.

variation with Cw. These results show that the chordwise
shift produces a stable pitching-moment variation, whiIe the
spanwise shift is the factor responsible for the destabilizing
action of the wing. This destabilizing pitching-moment
variation is due to an inboard shift in loading at the higher
lift values. The section CNdata of figure 9 show that this
results from a reduction in lift near the wing tips which,
in turn, is believed to remit from shock-induced separation
effects. Additional evidence of separation is given by the
fact that the break in the pitching-moment curves corre-
sponds to the onset of buffeting. ‘Thus, for various Mach
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loadings; Mach number= O.87.
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Ei!i+ LbH-i

Air#one CN

FIGURE9.—Variation of AG with airplane C~ for various spanwise
stations; Maoh number= O.87.

numbem the breaks in the pitching-moment curves (@. 10)
define a buffet boundary closely similar to that reported in
reference 3.

Concurrent with flow separation near the wing tips there is
an aileton up-float. Aileron up-float may influence the pitch-
up because of the location of the ailerons on a swept wing.
Up-float was present at the higher C. values up to iM=O.98
beyond which Mach number an aileron droop was observed.
In figure 5, a gradually increasing aileron up-float occurred
beyond L%=o.4, renching n maximum value of approxi-
mately 4° near the end of the pitch-up. For unseparated
flow conditions, the m-ml-tunnel data indicated that the
ailerons could contribute only about 30 percent of the

pitching-moment change in the example of figure 6. Actually,
since flow separation is present, the effeot of aileron deflection
would be reduced and consequently, for these test conditions,
it would appear that aileron deflection doea not markedly
affect the pitch-up behavior of the airplane.

The abruptness of the pitch-up has been noted to be less
severe at the lower Mach numbers (about 0.6) compared to
that at 0.87 Mach number. This is reflectad in the data of
iigu.re10 which presents the variation of the measured wing-
fuselage pitching moment with CMat various constant values
of Mach number for both flight results ond wing-tunnel
results. The flight data show that the brenk to an unstable
pitching moment occurs more abruptly in the Mach number
range from 0.83 to 0.91. The unstable brink in pitching
moment associated with the wing-tip separation was not
present beyond Mach numbers of approximately 0.93 over
the normal-force range covered. It is noteworthy that tho
instabili~ tended to disappear at the higher CNvalues for
Mach numbers lws than 0.91.

In general, the flight and wind-tunuel results compamd
favorably in regard to indications of stabili~ in the lower UN
range. Beyond 0.8 Mach number the wind-tunnel testing
was limited to moderata Cx values and did not indicate the
abrupt unstable break in the pitching-moment curves which
was shown above to be the factor responsible for the pitch-up,

One item which may have a modifying influence on the
pitch-up is the hinge-moment characteristic of the elevator.
Depending upon the direction, a nonlinear hinge-momont
variation (such as can be obtained with a bungee and a bob
weight) could serve to increase or decrease the severity of
the pitch-up apparent to the pilot. The measured hingo-
moment characteristics for the wind-up turn cd ill= 0.87
(fig. 11) show a linear variation wuth elevator deflection for
positive hinge-momont values up to the mminmrn elevator
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FIGUREIl.—Variation of elevator hinge moment with deflection for
wind-up turn; Mach number= O.87.

deflection, at which point the pitch-up occurred. Beyond
this point, as the normal acceleration increased in the pitch-
up, the hinge moment fell off rapidly tith the reduction in
elevator rmgle, thereby tending to increase the severity of
the pitch-up apparent to the pilot.

PITCH-UPCHARACTERISTI(Y3 AT VARYING MACH NUMBER

A time-history plot illustrating a pitch-up which occurred
at a particular Mach number when slowing down from a
high-speed dive is presented in figure 12. These data show
that at 5.5 seconds (0.95 Mach numberj the normal acc&ra-
tion and pitching velocity continued to increase despite the
fact that the elevator deflection was decreased.

The cause of this pitch-up with decreasing Mach number
may be determined by an inspection of the pitching moments
arising from the change in the horizontal-tail angle of attack
and of the wing-fuselage pithing moments. In this regard,
the data in figure 13 show the variation with Mach number
of angle of attack at the tail and wing-fuselage pitching
moment for various constant values of normal-force ccefB-
cimt from O}0 0.7. For the C~ value (of the order of 0.4)
for the pull-out time-history illustration, the data in iigure
13 show that in slowing down in the region of 0.95 Mach
number the tail experienced an increase in angle of attack,
thus promoting a diving tendency, while the wing-fuselage
pitching-moment coefficient varied in a direction to produce
tho pitch-up. The magnitude of the ohange in pitching
moment over a given Mach number range was greater the
higher the C~ value, thereby making pull-outs initiated at
high C~ values more critical?

The change in pitching moment, which is responsible for
the pitch-up when decreasing Mach number, is chiefly the
result of a stability change of the wing-fusalage combination.

$ In norrnaf operation of the testafzphnq focrsasesfn sped aren~y modeto dives
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FIGURE 12.—Time-Mat0ry plot of a pull-out in which a pitoh-up
ocaurredaathe Mach number decreased.

This is shown in @ure 10 by the rotation of the C’m-G”
curves indicating a change from a stabilizing to a destabiliz-
ing condition when decreasing Mach number in the range
from 1.0 to 0.85. Vi@ presmre-clistribution measurements
not presented herein indicate that at the higher C~values the
resultant nose-up pitching moment is due to a forward longi-
tudinal shift in the wwter of pressure with decreasing Mach
number. I?or these same conditions the location of the center
of prwmre moved outboard.

The effect of a change in elevator effectiveness with Mach
number is an important item in judging the longitudinal
behavior of the airplane so far as the pilot is concerned.
The reduction in elevator effectiveness beyond 0.8 Mach
number shown in figure 13 is reflected by the large variation
of elevator angle required for balance in the Mach number
range above 0.85 Mach number. The amount of additional
elevator angle needed for balagce because of the reduced
effectiveness is brought-out in figure 14 by comparing the
measured values of 86with those calculated aswuning a con-
st.arrtcontrol effectiveness (value at ill= 0.6) over the test
Maoh number range for C~=O.3. The reduction in elevator
effectiveness beyond 0.9 Mach number greatly restricts the
use of the elevator control for maneuvering, the stabilizer
becoming the prefemed control. It should be emphasized
that the change in elevator effaotiveness is not the cause of
the pitch-up, but it does serve to accentuate the pitch-up.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Results of flight tests conducted on a swepkwing, fighter-
type jet aircraft to invwtigate the longitudinal+tability
and -control characi%risti~ associated with a pitch-up showed
the following:

1. The pitch-up encountered in a wind-up turn at constant
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FIGURE 14.—Variation with Maoh number of elevator angle required
for balance at C~=O.3.,

Mach number was caused principally by an unstable brealc
in the wing pitching moment which, in turn, was caused by
a reduction of lift near the W@ tips.

2. The unstable break in the measured wing-fuselage
pitching-moment curves was more abrupt in the Mach num-
ber range from 0.S3 to 0.91, the instability tending to dis-
appear at the higher ONvalues. No instability was measured
for the lift range covered for Mach numbers in emes.s of
about 0.93.

3. The pitch-up enewntered in a dive recwe~ at 0.95
Mach number was caused chiefly by a reduction in the wing-
fuselage stability with decreasing Mach number resulting
from a forward chordwise shift in loading of the wing.

4. At high Mach numbers the elevator w-a-sunsatisfactory
for longitudinal control. The reduction in elevator effective-
ness at speeds beyond 0.90 Mach number accentuated the
pitch-up and restricted the maneuverability, which resulted
in the stabilizer becoming the preferred lo~oitudinal control.

Aams AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIOmL ADTZSORY COM~EE FOR AERONAUTICS,
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APPENDIX A

ADDITIONAL LONGITUDINAL-STARILITY AND -CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS

In the following paragraphs a number of items document-
ing the longitudinal-stability and -control characteristics
over the test Mach number range are discussed.

The variation with Mach number of a number of aero-
dynamic parameters compared favorably with wind-tunnel

‘ refndts @en over the CMrange for steady ilight COnditiOJM
at 1 g (&g. 15). Discrepancies which do exist may result

Flight results
-———. Wind-tunnel results
—-—--Calculated from flight results

-

Airplane lift-curve slope,
~

Langitudhal
stablhty factor,

~

Pltchtng-mament
coefficient, Cmw+f-. I
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6 ‘+’de

Elevator effectiveness,

%

y
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-.008

Stabilizer ::ectweness,

cm -.012
.\&

~ di~
-K

-.016
I

o

Horizontal tall -.05 —
& x% \ , ~:: -@w+/-

stabthty factor, ACN di$.- .

(%$),

-.15; I 1 I 1 1 ! , I
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Mach number, M

Fzcxrrm 15.—Variationwith Mach number of a number of aerodynamic
psuarnetaa and a comparison with wind tunnel reeults; steady
level flight.

852

horn Reynolds number difbrences for the two results
(Reynolds number ranges shown in fig. 16). The results in
figure 15 show an increase b airplane stability, b&/b~N,
with increase in Mach number amounting to a 12.5-percent
rearward shift in the aerodymmic center. The increase in
airplane stibility beyond 0.85 lMrLchnumber is shown to be
due to the increaaed stability of the wing-fusahge combina-
tion. The tail contrib@ion to the stnbility (?@n/buN) I
showed a decrease beyond 0.90 Mach number following the
increase in the dowmvash factor &/M7~ at the same Mach
number. The airplane lift-curve slope 2@Jba is shown to
increase steadily up to about 0.89 Mach number and thm
drops off slightly to the highest test Mach number.

20XICP , 1 1 1 1 I / I I

g I
I I I I I I 1 1 1

I

‘6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1,1
Mach number, M

FZGUEE 16.—Variation of average Reynolde number with Maoh
number.

The wing-fuselage pitching-moment coefficient deorwumd
steadily from a positive value at low Mach numbers to o
IIegative value at about 0.85 Mach number, and then re-
mained essentially constant to the highest test Mach number.
It should be noted that the wing-fuselage pitching-moment
values presented in figure 15 (and in fig. 13 for various CN
values) were obtained from horizontal tail-load measure-
ments. In this regard the C.qf values indicate indirectly
the balancing tail loads over a wide range of normal-force
coetlicient and Mach number. These data iadicata an
increase in down load with incrense in Mach number through
0.95 for C~ values in excess of approximately 0.2.

The variation of the elevator effectiveness bCJ36, and
stabilizer effectiveness ZWJbi, over the Mach number range



PITCH-UP OF A SWT)PT-W12TG AIRPLANE lN

is given in figure 15. These results indicate that at the high-
est test Mach number” Z@JW was reduced to 30 percent of
its low Mach number value, while ?)CJM, was reduced only
10 percent.

The elevator angle required for balance over the Mach
number range for steady flight at 1 g and for various constant
values of normal-force coefEcient have been presented in
figure 13. With incrwsing Mach number (for the higher
Cw values), these data indicate an increased diving tendency
below 0.9 Mach number and a decreased climbing tendency
beyond 0.9 Mach number. These eilects are caused pri-
marily by changea in the pitching moments arising from the
wing-fuselage and the change in angle of attack at the tail.

The elevator control power, illustrated by the data in
figure 3, indicat~ an increase in elevator-control gradient
and forca gradient with an increase in Mach number above
0.80 for valuea near Az= 1. The power of the elevator is
illustrated further in &nre 17 in the variation of M7Jb6,
(linear ON region) with Mach number for the measured
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FrCIKJRE17.—Vmiation with Mach number of the elevator oontrol
gradient.

values and for values calculated assuming no reduction in
elevator effectiveness @CJi3& held constant at the value
for M=O.6). Thwe results show that approximately 50
percent of the change in bCN/b6.horn the value at low speed
to that at the highest Mach number can be attributed to a
reduction in elevator effectiveness and the remainder to
an increase in airplane stability.

The effect.of a change in stabilizer setting on the elevator
angle required for steady 1 g flight is shown by the data in
figure 18. These results indicate an increase in the diving
tendency with n positive increasein stabilizer incidence below
0,9 Mach number. Beyond 0.9 Mach number a climbing
tendency is indicated for all stabilizer settings. The Mach
number range for these data was limited due to the effect of
the reduced elevator effectiveness and the large control

W4N10UTTlRING FLIGHT AT

forces associated with

TRANSONIC SPEEDS 853

the oukf-trim stabilizer set-
used. Cross plots of the data of figure 18 show a mark~d
decrease in the relative elevator%abilizer effectivenm (fig.
19) beyond 0.7 lMach number.
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FIGURE18.—Variationwith Maoh number of elevator angle required
for steady level flight for varioua stabilizer settiiga.
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FIGURE19.—Variationwith Mach numberof relativeelevator#abilizer
effeotiverms parameter.



APPENDIX B

ELEVATOR-ANGLE CALCULATIONS

The computed changes in elevator angle used in figure 6
were determined from

~
N,

where C&~ was obtained horn tail-load measurements; and
?)(? - iicmA(5 ~hore A8. .
~ from — ~’

a& Ati
~ IS the relative elevator-stabilizer

a Ah
ac

effectiveness shown in fiawe 19; and & is obtained from
8

where ~ was obtained from reference 5 which used the

pulse-response technique. These data were obtained only
over a limited (?~ range (that for steady flight at Az= 1);
however, results from unpublished wind-tunnel tests on a

ac
model of the teat airplane indicate constant -# valuw over

a
854

acNandthe CX range covered in these tests. Values of —
ba

box
ati.— wereobtained from fligh&test measurements.
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